92A.1a* Giabal **** See 'RLS'  
(92.1a)
**Giabal** (AC, AIAS, O'G, 'RLS', SAW, BG)

Geytenbeek agrees this is not a Bandjalangic dialect as classified by O'Grady et al.

92A.1b* Kambuwal ? **** Inglewood area  
(92.1b)

Wurm lists here with a query. No further statement on the possibility of it being part of Gujambil, 98b, as suggested in 'RLS', has been forth-coming.

92A.2* Keinyan ? **** See 'RLS'  
(94.1a)
**Keinyan** (AC, AIAS), **Keinyan** (SAW, O'G, 'RLS', 94.1a)

Wurm also classifies here with a query. He collected some data 20 years ago. 'AL' had classified as a member of the Waka-Kabic Group, Miyan Subgroup.

93.  

E. DURUBULIC GROUP  

(Brisbane area)

Over the past few years Holmer has been salvaging all that remains of languages in south eastern Queensland. He has found very little indeed in the Brisbane area. Hence our knowledge is very little added to by recent investigations.

93.1 Gowar Moreton Island  

E56 (AIAS E26)

Means 'no' (C)

**Gowar** (SAW, O'G, 'RLS'), **Gower** ('LS' alt. name), **Gnoogee** (Meston), **Gowar** (C - means 'no'), **Gooar** (?), **Nogee tribe** (C), **Ngugi** (AC, orig. AIAS, SAW alt. name), **Wodji**, **Wogee** ('LS' alt. names)

No fresh information.

'man': **mudgee** (C: 170b)